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Abstract
In today's rapid changing world, systems are more complex than those in the past and different techniques such as
simulation must be used to analyze them. Due to random existent situations in most of systems, random aspect of
simulation plays a significant role in this regard. Thus, randomization can be considered in simulation models by
using random variates. This paper compares one of the algorithms of generating random variates named “Uniform
Fractional Part” (UFP), with other algorithms in this area. The study shows that the performance of this algorithm is
much better than others with respect to speed and accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Non-uniform Random variates generation is a common area among computer science, statistics, operations research
and mathematics. The knowledge of random variates began about the middle of the last century. During the World
War II, when feasibility of Monte Carlo experiments had been studying, the random values generation from
different distributions was considered as an important area of research [1]. The applications of this field are very
multifarious, as an instance, for solving various problems in Monte Carlo methods such as random optimization,
Monte Carlo integration, solving linear equations, etc.[2]. Random number generators are required for generating
random values from different distributions, so it's assumed random number generators with desired characteristics
are available. Random numbers are the nuts and bolts of simulation machine[3]. In simulation of a system or process
which there is substantial random component, producing a model for random numbers, is needed.

2. Definition of uniform fractional part algorithm and benefits
A desired random value generation algorithm should satisfy different criteria that some of them include: speed of
algorithm, accuracy, simplicity and comprehensibility, range of applications, the number of used random numbers,
required memory, setup and implementation speed, setup time, length of compiled code, independent of the
machine, robustness, etc. The studding Method in this paper, satisfies a large number of mentioned criteria. This
algorithm is a sub-category of a new generation of algorithms that is presented by Mahlooji et al. [4]. It is an
approximate algorithm that can be applied for continuous distributions.
Because of high setup and low CPU time it's suitable for models that the parameters of desired distribution during
the simulation process not to be changed. Application of this algorithm in different distributions confirms the
accuracy, speed and simplicity in compare with other algorithms. On the other hand it can be used for order statistics
and correlated random variates. In fact, this method is a kind of approximate inverse transformation method, and has
all its advantages, while; UFP is faster than it. Also the inverse transformation method cannot be used for all
distributions, such as gamma, beta and normal distributions, while this algorithm can generate random values of
them.
This algorithm is based on the theorem of Morgan that is explained in below [5]:
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Theorem 1: fractional part of sum of two independent random variable with uniform distribution on [0,1] is uniform
distribution on [0,1]. In other words, if x and R are two independent random variable in [0,1] and R is defined as
R = R + x − ⌊R + x⌋ then R will be distributed in u [0,1]. The generalized theorem is expressed that if x has the
desired continuous distribution, random variable R will be distributed on u [0,1]. Random values generation
algorithm from continuous distribution of x can be summarized as follows:
 The generation Two independent random values
and
with distribution u [0,1]
 The generation one value from discrete distribution ⌊ ⌋ (figure 1)
 If
≥
then calculate =
−
+ ⌊ ⌋ and otherwise calculate =
−
+⌊ ⌋+1
 Give the value of x

Figure 1. Generating random value from discrete distribution ⌊ ⌋

This algorithm is known as Uniform Fractional Part (UFP). An essential condition of this algorithm is independent
of random variables R and R , but they are dependent when one considers other distribution than uniform in [0,1]
for the random variable x. However specific settings on the parameters of distribution will satisfy this condition
somehow. Also negative correlated random values for variation reduction techniques can be used antithetic
compliment of random number that is used to generating the value of ⌊x⌋ in the second step[6].

3. Application of UFP algorithm to generate random values of gamma, beta and normal
distribution

One of the most useful known distributions in simulation is gamma distribution. Shape and scale parameters of this
distribution make it flexible. Gamma distribution can model a wide range of random phenomena. Random variate
generation algorithms from gamma distribution often do not cover the whole range of values α. Often algorithms for
generating gamma values are divided into two categories, one is for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and the other for 1 ≤ α. However
UFP covers the range of value α. Also the algorithm presented by Chang and Feast [7] covers the whole range of α
in such a way that α ≥ nϵz. UFP had been compared with other algorithms and has proved that although some
algorithms are more accurate than UFP, but their accuracy changes with modifying of parameters then they aren't
robust. Moreover, this algorithm is simple so that someone who is basically familiar with statistics and probability
can use it. For generating random values from Gamma (α, β) distribution it is necessary to generate random value
from Gamma (α, 1) distribution then the resulting value should be multiplied by β. The generating value from ⌊x⌋
distribution is time consuming section of UFP algorithm and using faster algorithm can increase the speed of UFP.
As mentioned before, independence condition of R and R is vital in this algorithm. But the studies on these two
values show that increasing the amount of parameter β of gamma distribution can decrease the correlation between
R and R and if α ≥ 2, almost there is no dependence between R and R . These results are verifiable from Monte
Carlo simulation and statistical tests. Thus, the algorithm can change as follows:
 If α ≥ 2, the previous algorithm generates random values.
 If α < 2 then algorithm is as follows:
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o
o
o

Specify appropriate β
Generate random values from Gamma (α, β) distribution with the previous algorithm.
Divide Resulted value to β.

The UFP had been compared with some other well known algorithms in this field, in terms of speed and
accuracy[8]. Although the algorithm has highly setup time, generating random value by this algorithm is faster than
other algorithms. The accuracy of algorithm measured with P-Value parameter and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Results from this test show that UFP is often more accurate than other algorithm.

Figure 2. Required time for generating each random value
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Three of the most important distributions in the Monte Carlo simulation are beta, gamma, and normal distributions.
Fortunately, UFP can be used for generating random values from all the mentioned distributions. This method is also
used for normal and beta distributions and the results in compare with well known algorithms (Table 1). Based on
information is demonstrated in the table, UFP is robust to the distribution parameters.
Table 1. Robustness of UFP method to change the parameters of gamma and beta distribution
P-value
Time
Distribution
Parameters
k = 2 + 1 k = 2 + 1 k = 2 + 1 (µs)
0.32687
0.425883
0.529656
0.06
α = 0.1, β = 1
Gamma
0.336946
0.524091
0.536118
0.05
α = 1, β = 1
0.241094
0.50367
0.536259
0.06
α = 5, β = 1
0.373641
0.497531
0.510837
0.05
α = 1.5, β = 3
Beta
0.459897
0.498533
0.457957
0.05
α = 0.8, β = 2
0.493317
0.459484
0.06
α = 0.2, β = 0.8 0.164221

4. Application of UFP algorithm to generate correlated random values and copula

So far in this paper generation of only a single random variate from distributions at a time has been considered. By
applying introduced algorithm repeatedly with independent sets of random numbers produced a sequence of IID1
random variates from the desired distributions. In Some simulation models, someone may want to generate a
random vector X = (x , … , x ) from a special joint distribution (or multivariate) which the individual components
of the vector may not be independent (A indicates transpose of a vector or matrix A). In fact, sometimes correlated
input random values are required for simulation process that disregarding this problem can reduce validation of

1
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simulation models. Many methods for generation correlated random values are presented which can be found in
Meuwissen and Bedford in 1997 [9], Nelson and Yamnisky in 1998 [10], Kurowicka and Cooke in 2001 [11]. This
issue is especially considered in Simulation of manufacturing processes and Portfolio risk in the stock market. For
example Hormann and Leydold in 2010 used t-Copula model for efficient risk simulations in linear asset
portfolios[12].
Another advantage of UFP method is independent random values generation. Hence one can generate two random
variates with desired marginal and a pre-specified invariant measure of correlation. Generating joint function isn't
necessary by this problem. This algorithm is based on the generating two uniform random values by specific
correlation then transforming uniform generated vectors into arbitrary marginal distribution by inverse
transformation method. If invariant correlations used, uniform values correlation is no change in transformed vector
that would led to generate two random values with desired correlation and marginal distribution. Copula has been
used for generating these types of values. In fact, Copula connects a multivariate distribution function with its
marginal distribution. Copula was presented by Sklar in 1959 [13]. This function is defined on the square [0,1] and
marginal distributions are uniform distribution in [0,1]. Assuming H is bivariate Cumulative distribution function
with marginal cumulative functions F(x) and G(x) and then C is available as a Copula, so that the following
relationship is satisfied:
H(x, y) = C F(x), G(y)
(1)

Today, most copulas research is integrated risk management. Continues bivariate copula had been developed by
using UFP method and then applied for generating random values of Beta (2,β) distribution with β > 1. Algorithm
for generating random values is as follow[14]:
 Determine the amount of β in such a way that satisfies the relation of Spearman correlation coefficient
 Generate X with Beta (2, β) distribution
 Generate U ~[0,1]
 U = U + X − ⌊U + X⌋
 Return values (F (U ), G (U ))

5. Application of UFP algorithm in generating of order statistics

The order statistics from random sample x , x , … , x of size n is single values sorted as ascending:
x( ) ≤ x ( ) ≤ ⋯ ≤ x ( )
(2)
For generating random order statistics one may generate random samples and then sort them. Another method which
is more efficient than previous method is using of F (u( ) ), … F (u( ) ), where F is cumulative distribution
function of x and u( ) is order statistic of uniform samples. UFP method is faster than the numerical inverse method
or TDR methods for generating order statistics because this method doesn't need to indexed search as a part of the
algorithm. As mentioned in the previous section UFP method can be used for generating beta random values as well
as order statistics from beta distribution with parameters α = k and β = n − k + 1 and then use this value to
generate ⌊x⌋. Thus UFP method can be used for generating order statistics. Obtained values were compared from this
algorithm with other well known methods and researches showed that this algorithm make out of other
algorithms[15].

6. Application of UFP algorithm to generate random numbers (UFPG)
As mentioned before, random numbers are the nuts and bolts of simulation machine. Indeed, randomization creates
random numbers in simulation models. UFP method can be used for generating random numbers. This method also
borrows an idea from the alias method in order to form this generator. The resulted generator was named Uniform
Fractional Part Generator (UFPG). UFPG has many advantages. For instance this algorithm is extremely fast, enjoys
such properties as portability and reputability and the memory size requirement for this algorithm is minimal and its
performance is quite well on the simple statistical test such as discrepancy, correlation and runs. Unlike linear and
multiple recursive generators, which have finite period length, this generator leads to long cycle generator without
any necessary condition that amounts to the imposition of a finite period length. UFPG initially takes two random
numbers for seed, and then generates two independent random numbers in each iteration. The experiment shows the
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length of period also may exceed 4 billion. Table 2 shows the comparison of UPFG with the MRG2 and LCG3
generators:
Table 2. Compare UFPG generator with other random number generators
p-value
Generator Time (µs ) Correlation test Runs test
(KS test)
UFPG
0.54
0.955
0.747
0.54
MRG
1.9
0.683
0.541
0.4
LCG
1.14
0.728
1.376
0.546
J.Carr
0.7
0.892
0.782
0.49
As it can be seen, UFPG is faster than other two generators and the average P-Value is better than the other rival
generators in Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. UFPG has successfully passed randomness and run tests at mean levels
0.01 and 0.05 [16].

7. Improved uniform fractional part algorithm
There are different approaches for improving the algorithms such as: random number recycling, reduction number of
random numbers, conversion approximate algorithms to exact algorithms, elimination explorer part of algorithm,
etc. For example, random number recycling approach has been used for different algorithms such as numerical
inverse, strip method and transformed density rejection. UFP takes three random numbers to deliver one random
variate (one of these values is used for generating a value for Int(X)). Since random number generators aren't perfect
and in fact generate pseudo-random numbers, using these values induce a substantial error of approximation. This
error may increase with the number of pseudo-random numbers required for generating single variate. Therefore the
number of used random numbers is a vital factor in the algorithm. This algorithm was improved and modified to an
algorithm that uses just two random numbers [17].
 Generate uniform random values u[0,1]
 Produce a value for the ⌊X⌋
 Calculated X = ⌊X⌋ + u
Not only this improved algorithm uses fewer number of random numbers but also it is easier and faster than others,
because of its needlessness to compare U with U . Of course, this algorithm has improved again and the number of
used random numbers has decreased to minimum number (just one random number) with recycling random number
approach. Many reforms have been done on this algorithm that here only a brief description of these reforms was
presented and the modified algorithms were discarded. For more information refer to the reference [17]. Because of
the primary algorithm is approximate, it can be improved to exact algorithm by using the acceptance-rejection
method. One of the other problems of this algorithm is column with integer values. Therefore the problem has been
resolved in the improved algorithm and the width of the column can be decimal amount. Also, for generating Int(X)
and to accelerate the generation, known search methods can be used. Another approach to improve the accuracy of
algorithms is to increase the number of intervals on the x-axis and it has been proved that this approach increases the
accuracy because of reduced correlation between U and U .

The potential aspect of this algorithm can be further improved, of them, is the use of various acceptance-rejection
methods in this regard. For example, by using the TDR algorithm, a squeeze function or normal hat function, similar
to Aherence and Dieter methods [18] can be used. One of factors may cause inaccuracy of this algorithm is the
infinite tails of distributions like gamma and normal distributions. By truncating these tails, algorithm can be
improved. Therefore by using the ratio of uniform method, the accuracy of the algorithm may be increased. One of
the sectors that can improve this algorithm is cut-off points. It can change the mode of cut-off points and then the
other approaches can be used. So far this algorithm has been used for continuous distributions. Improving the
algorithm probably make it applicable for discrete distributions.
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8. Conclusion
Due to expanding the use of computer simulation, more attention has been done to different methods for generating
random values; those are compatible with the computer methods. In this paper the comparison between UFP and
other similar algorithms was presented. As it was appeared the performance of the UFP algorithm is much better
than similar algorithms in respect to speed and accuracy. Although the algorithm has been improved, the potential
advantages of this algorithm lead us for further improvement. Of them, is the use of various acceptance-rejection
methods.
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